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DATEBOOK
Monday, Feb. 1
BG Opera n.... Producllon, sale ctioiis

from "The Marriage of Figaro" and "la
Boheme," 7:30 p.rn., Manor House, Toledo's
Wictwood Metropark. Fr&e.
lnlllrmllonll Flm Serles. "Young Freud"
(Auslria 1991 ), 8 p.m., Gish Film Theater.
Sublilles. Free.

Tuesday,Feb.2
FacuHy Senate Ila aling, 2:30 p.m.,
Assembly Room, McFaD Center.
Book Signing, Honor Bound: A Gay
American F111hts for the Right to Serve his
Country by Joseph Steffan, 4 p.m., University
Bookstore.

Planetarium, now showing "Cosmic
Catastrophes," 8 p.m. on Tuesdays and
Fridays and 7:30 p.m. on Sundays through
Mardl 19. Matinees scheduled for 2 p.m. on
Saturday, Feb. 13 and Saturday, Marcil 13.
$1 donation is suggested.
Lecture, Joseph Steffan will tell his story
and talk about gays in the military, 8 p.m.,
Lenhart Grand Ballroom, Union. Free.

Wednesday, Feb. 3
Women's Basketball, vs. Central
Michigan. 5:45 p.m., Anderson Arena
Men's Basketball, vs. Central Michigan,
8:00 p.m.• Anderson Arena
Concert. piano recital by BGSU alumnus
Ian Hominick, 8 p.m., Bryan Recital Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Center.
BGSU Theater Production, "An Evening
of the Absurd," 8 p.m. Feb. 3-6 and at 2 p.m.
Feb. 6, 411 South Hall. Seating is limited.
Admission is $2.

OBITUARY
Ruth McMillan
Ruth McMillan, 72, a former University
employee, died Jan. 23 at Deidrich Rest
Home, Grand Rapids.
McMillan worked for BGSU for 15
years as a payroll cleric. She retired in

1985.
Memorials may be made to the Luther
Home of Mercy.

Q & A ABOUT COi .I .ECl'IVE BARGAINING
Thursday, Feb. 4
Weight Wetchen, the next 1o-week

program begins and wil run through April 8,
noon, the Perscuiel Conference/Training
Center, College Pal1t Office Buting. For more
information, cal Karol Heckman at 372-2225.
AdmlnlstndlW'ft Slaff Council Ill 11ing,
1:30 p.rn., Alumni Room, Union.
Colloqulum, "Deconstructin the Erected
Hierardly: Sex and Power in Organizations" by
Dr. Charol Shakeshaft. 2:30-3:30 p.m., Town
Room, Union. For information, call Karen
Gefkens at 312-73n.

Colloqulum, "Ethical Issues in Scholarship
and Creative Practice: Research Misconduct in
the Arts and Humanities," 3:30-5:00 p.m.,
Conference Room, Jerome Library.
Lecture, "A Gender at Risk" by Dr. Charo!
Shakeshaft. 8-9 p.m., Community Suite,
Union. For information, call Karen Gerkens at
372-73n.
.
WBGU-TV Program. "Ohio Busimess," a
look at McComb's Consolidated Biscuit
company, 8:30 p.m.
Alm, "Auntie Mame" (1958), 9 p.m., Gish
Fim Theater. Free.
WBGU-TV Program, "World Percussion
Concert," 1O p.m.

Friday,Feb.5

A variety of qi l8Stioos have been raised about faculty collec:tive bargaining and
its potential effects. The Bowling Green State University Faculty Association has
asked the Monitor to publish its answers to some questions posed recently by
several individual faculty.

Question: When will the election be held?
Answer from BGSU-FA: This question is the one BGSU-FA is most often asked
these days. It is also one of the most difficult for us to answer, because the timing
of the election has been out of our hands since we petitioned for the election two
and a half months ago. The election date will eventually be set by the State
Employment Relations Board (SERB), which is the group appointed by Governor
Voinovich to administer ORC4117 (Ohio's collective bargaining law).
SERB scheduled the recent faculty collective bargaining election at the University of Toledo in mid-March, three months after a mid-December petition was filed.
But there are several possible legal actions that might cause SERB to delay a
BGSU election by more than that The attorney for the BGSU administration has
already taken two such actions. The most recent of these is the filing of an
objection with SERB over definition of the bargaining unit
If SERB decides to hold a hearing on this issue, the election will probably not be
held until summer or even later. A SERB hearing would also generate legal costs
to both the University and BGSU-FA. Even if this issue is settled without a SERB
hearing, additional legal actions could well lead to further postponements.
We think it is in the best interest of all segments of the University for the election
to be held before the end of the current semester. So, we will try to resolve the
issue of unit definition quickly through informal, collegial negotiations with the
administration. However, we recognize that such negotiations can be successful
only if both parties believe that an early election is desirable.
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Saturday, Feb.6

Variety of computer seminars to be offered

Women's Basketball, vs. Eastern
Michigan, 12:45 p.m. Anderson Arena
Men's Basketball, vs. Eastern Michigan, 3
p.m .• Anderson Arena

Computer services will offer the
following seminars during the month of
February. Persons interested in attending
should call 372-2102 to register. More
seminars will be offered in March and
April.
"Intro to DOS (IBM)" is scheduled from
10 am.-noon Feb. 9 in 128 Hayes. The
seminar will provide a basic orientation to
IBM personal computers and IBM's disk
operating system (DOS). Hands on.

Black History Month Event "Black
Anthology: Portrait of a People" - an evening of
dance, music and dramatic readings, 8 p.m.,
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.

Tickets are $3 at the door.

Sunday, Feb. 7
Concert, Jerome Rose wiU perform three
piano concertos, a p.m., Kobacker Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center. Free.

Monday, Feb. 8
lntematlonal Alm Serles, "Go Masters·
(Japan/China 1982), 8 p.m., Gish Film
Theater. Free.

The following faculty positions are available:

Applied Stidlstics and Operations Research: Assistan1 professor (two positions,
tenure-track). Also, instnJctor (two positions. temporary). Contact Wei Shih (2-2363). Deadline:
Feb. 28 or until fiDed
Economics: Assistant/associate professor of international business (anticipated}. Contact J.
David Reed (372-2646). Deadline: Feb. 28 or until fiDed.
Rrelands College: Assistant professor of art Deadline: Feb. 15. Also, assistan1 professor of
biology, Department ot Natural and Social Sciences. Deadfme: Feb. 1. Also, asssistant professor ot
mathemalic:s. Deadline: Feb. 1. For all positions, contact the Office of the Dean, Firelands College
(433-5560, ext. 223).
llanagement: Assistant professor (three positions, two in human resource management, one
in purchasinglmate). Contact James McFiDen (2-2946). Deadline: Feb. 27.
lladiemalics and StatJstlcs: Assistant professor (anticipated). Contact Ardrew Glass
(2-2636). Dead"ine: Feb. 3 or until liDed.
The following adminisbative staff positions are available:
Blologlcal Sciences: Laboratory asSistant (t!!fJllOrafY, part-time, grant-funded through Feb. 9,
1994). Contact personnel services (2-8426 for Search V-004). Deadline: Feb. 5.
Dewelopmenl Oftlce: Assistant director of development - major gifts. Contact personnel
services (2-2227 for Search M-005). Deadline: Feb. 16.
Fli•IClel Aid and Student Employmet 11! Assistant director. Contact personnel services
(2-8426 for Search V-002). Dealline: March 1.
Fhlands College: Enrcllment services, cooni11alor for financial assistance. Contact Office of
the Dean. Rn!lallds Colege-BGSU, 901 Aye Beach Rd., Huron, OH., 44839. Dear:line: Feb. 1.
PaSOll ... Services: Assistant direclcr, employmentllrai. Contact personnel services
(2-2227 for Search M-01). Dear:line: Feb. 19.
WBGU-1V: Developmenl associate. Contact personnel services (2-2227 for Search M-03).

"Getting Started on the Mac" will be
from 10 am.-noon Feb. 11in126 Hayes.
The session presents the word processing software package Microsoft Works,

Fire alarm testing
being conducted
The University is required to perform a
functional test of each building fire alarm
system twice each year. The phy'".,Jcal
plant is initiating a new testing program
for all non-residential buikfangs.
Fire alarm system testing will be
conducted each Wednesday from 6-7:45
am. The physical plant will post notices
on entry doors of buildings while the
testing is in progress. Normally, the only
01Stuptive activity in the testing procedure
is verification of the audible horns. The
horns will be tested early in the procedure.
The program should minimize
inconvenience to the campus community.
For further information, contact the
physical plant at 372-2695.

I
.

;

FORSAJ,E
career planning and placement
services has for sale a Xerox laser printer
with copier for best offer. For more
information, contact JoAnn Kroll at 372-

2356.

flowers, gifts, cards. The florist
industry has done its job well, he said..
What may be tmexpected is how

What is romance, now, really? Is it
·epitouized by those steamy covers on
novels you see in the drugstores? Is it
the long gaze followed by a passionate
kiss seen in the movies? Or is it simply
holding hands with someone you love?
Wrth Valentine's

I.

"making love" ended up at the lower
end of the rankings. "My respondents
told me that making love is actually in
a category by itseH; Tucker said. "It
isn't considered romantic, it's just
what it is: making love. So much for
the sexual revolution..·
Tucker admits to being surprised
that kissing. saying "I love you" and
cuddling were ranked so low. He
considers these true signs of romance but they have become too
common and simple. "We don't
appreciate these real forms of

Day coming up

next week. men

'.
I'

and women alike
wiD be looking for
ways to s.txJwer

romance on their
loved ones. But it
is a difficult chore

-what is
romantic for one

affection

person may be a
me010Cf9 show of

including a primer on the Macintosh
Desktop and using the mouse. Hands on.
"Harvard Graphics ((BM)" is set from
10 am.-noon Feb. 16 in 128 Hayes. It
introduces the concepts of using Harvard
Graphics for creating presentation
graphics. Hands on.

Ray Tucker

affection to the

next
. Dr. Raymond K. Tucker, interpersonal communication, has been
intrigued with romance "since grade
school." After researching it for 20
years, he has found that no one has
been able to define it so he conducted
a survey to find out how people rank
various acts of romance.
· He first asked 165 women and 100
men at the University to rank 13
romantic acts which his previous
research detennined were the most
prevalent in the United States Then he
asked 455 women and 333 men in five
c::ilies acros$ the U.S. to perform a
similar ranking.
To his surprise he folni no
. signllicant.dlfaances batmaen the

"Hands on with DOS (IBM)" will be
held from 10 am.-noon Feb. 18 in 128
Hayes Hall. The seminar explans how to
manage and operate an IBM personal
computer using DOS commands.
Attendance at "Intro to
is recom·
mended. Hands on.

oos·

Take tour of mosque
A traditional Middle Eastern meal and
a tour of the Islamic Center of Greater
Toledo are the highlights of an evening
sponsored by the University Honors
Program.

Valentine's Day is the one time each year most people make an effort at romance.
Sending notes with wonts of lo..a has been a long tradition and the Popular Culture
Library has a colJection of valentine cards dating back to the late 1BOOs.

college student and the other adult
rankings. ·Apparently what we learn
about romanca in youth doesn't change
much with the passage of time, • he said
So what do people find to be romantic? Giving and receiving flowers was the
riurmar one choice. It was followed by, in
order, giving •Id receiving swprisa gifts;
sailding and recaMig love cards or

letters; holding hands; taking v.alks; slow
dancing; hugging; candlelight dinners;
sitting by the fireplace; making love;
kissing ; hearing or saying i love you",
and cuddling.
.
Tucker interprets the top three
rankings as rafteding the power of media
advartisilig. Each repressnls the giving

and/or recaitriig of SOl11811ilig mat81ial:

BGSU noted for number of mathematics/statistics Ph.D.s

The publ"ic has the opportunity to learn
about the Islamic religion and culture
while helping the honors program at the
same time. The evening begins at 6 p.m.
Feb. 20 at the mosque located off 1-75 in
Perrysburg. TICkets for the dinner and
tour are $1 o per person.

Recent data published by the American Mathematical Society (AMS) show
that Bowling Green was one of only 65
universities in the United States that has
had 15 or more students receive a Ph..D.
in mathematics or slalistics in the last
three years. Bowling Green, with 15
Ph.D.s in three years, and Ohio State
University with 69 are the only Ohio
universities to appear on the rist. Kent
State and Ohio University each had 1O
doctorates; the University of Cincinnati
had seven and University of Toledo had

Registration should be made by Feb.
12 to the honors program in 231 Administration Buikfing or by calling 372-8504.
'

Deadline approaching
for grant proposals

FEB.8, 1993

BoWUNG ORF.EN STATE UNIVERSITY

Tucker's survey indicates that the hopeless romantic is a dying breed

Falcon Club Luncheon, noon, Days Inn.

FACULTY/STAFF POSmONS

Deac5ne: Feb. 8.
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none.

Faculty are reminded that Feb. 15 is
the deadline date for submission of
instructional grant proposals sponsored
by the Faculty Development Committee.
A limited number of grants are available
in amounts up to $1,000. Guidelines are
available in department offices or in the
office of the vice president for academic
affairs.

In addition, among a select group of
121 univelsities (those with five or more
Ph.D.s in math/stat during the last three
years), only 47 produced a larger number
of doctorateS per faculty member. BG's
department had 33 faculty members for
15 Ph.D. recipients.
"This is a significant achievement by
the department since it represents a
quality as wen as quantity accomplisht

••••••

ment.• Dr. Andrew Glass, chair of the
mathematics and statistics department.
said. "What we are seeing now is a
steady rate of between four to six Ph.D.s
per academic year which for a department our size is a very creditable
number."

Bowfing Green's department also
ranks highly among those top 121
universities at the undergraduate level only 26 produced more bachelors
students per fawlty member last year.
The University's 33-member faculty had
46 students who received their bachelors.
Only 13 of the top 121 universities are
more productive at both the undergraduate and graduate levels.
"(These figures) incflcale the attention
that we have given to both our undergraduate and graduate programs and
show that the latter has not grown at the
expense of the former," Glass said, "and
we at Bowling Green ensure that all our
students from the doctoral level down

receive a great deal of ind'rvidual attention.
"There are two areas at which the
department here is outstanding. One is
statistics. We have eight faculty who are
very involved in statistics. Three of them
are elected fellows in the most prestigious societies for statistics in the world,
6ke the Institute of Mathematical Statisti-

cians.
-rhe other strength is algebra,
especially the topic of group theory,"
Glass said. 'When it comes to infinite
group theory we've got to be one of the
top two dozen (universities) in the world.
H you were to look at ordered infinite
groups, it is without a doubt the top in the
world. But the department also has a
young and growing analysis doctoral
program that promises to attain the same
high standard with judicious choices of
replacements for 1elitees. In the next

Continued on page 3

anymore. Ha man tens his

girtfriend 'I love you,' she might
respond, 'Prove il' She wants flowers
or something she can show to others.
We've bought into this materiaflStic
idea of romance," he said.
"While the movies have glorified
kissing and saying 'I love you,' the
typical American feels kissing doesn't
have that much punch. It's a case of
overkill."
After examining the results of his
research, Tucker calls the state of
romance in the U.S. "abysmal" at
best "It starts downhill soon after
maniage, often within minutes," he
said "And if it were not for the efforts
of women. most relationships would
have no romance at all."
In a relationship, it is the woman

ConthJ8d on page 3

Senate approves
policy for use of
animals in research
The use of animals in research and
instruction has become a hot topic on
many college campuses. Faculty Senate
approved a poricy at its Feb. 2 meeting
that lays out some of the required
principles of the Animal Welfare Ad and
calls for respectable use of animals.
Dr. Louis Katzner, dean of the
Graduate College and associate vice
president for research, said the policy
was prepared by the University's Animal
care and Use Committee which sought
feedback from faculty who work with
animals in research.
Currently all proposals involving the
use of animals in research or instruction
must be reviewed by the committee
which examines the request to ensure
that animals wiD be treated in a humane
way. When concerns are raised by the

Continued on page 3

;·-------------------------------------------------------------------ROMANCE
From the front

COMMENTARY
'

.;

Editor, the Monitor:

A variety of questions have been raised about faculty collective bargaining
and its potential effects. The Bowling Green State University Faculty Association has asked the Monitor to publish its answers to some questions posed by
individual faculty members.

The caste system is alive and well at BGSU - at least at the library. Last
semester I called Jerome Library to check on the availability of a book. There
were two copies of the one in question, but both were checked out. I asked if I
could reserve a copy over the phone and was informed that since I was not
faculty, I would have to come over and make the request in person. I did and
chuckled about it with my other non-faculty administrative staff colleagues. I
picked up the book when my notice arrived.
When I went to renew the book during finals week (in person), the other copy
of the book also was being held for me. One of my dassified staff colleagues also
wanted to read the book, so I sent her over. I told her my book's due date was
finals week 1993. With it being a 1,200-page book, she was pleased but only until
she checked it out and learned that as dassified staff she was only entitled to
borrow it for six weeks at a time.
The only condusions that I can draw from these discrepancies in library
privileges are that dassified staff must be faster readers and that administrative
staff must be better able to find and walk to the library.

Question: Why did BGSLI-FA Include lecturers and full-Ume temporary faculty In its definition of the faculty bargaining untt?

Mary S. Johnson
Student Health Services
Members of the WELLNET Committee make plans for the upcoming Spring Employee Enrichment Day. Lauren Mangili, committee coordinator, displays some of the
logos that have been developed for the event

Editor, the Monitor:
In her letter to the editor of the Monitor, Mary Johnson raises two issues
concerning library policies. Perhaps some information about the evolution of
those policies wm be helpful in offering a tflfferent perspective.
The libraries' primary mission, briefly stated, is to support the research and
instructional needs of the University community. Library policies, such as loan
length, have evolved in response to the varying roles of the constituent groups
within the context of our pri!TlaJY mission.
Thus, a faculty member, whose work represents the fundamental mission of
the University, is accorded maximal borrowing privileges. While classified staff
serve a vital role in the functioning of the University, their needs of a research
library are significantly tflfferent Administrative staff often are engaged in teaching and research and therefore are accorded faculty privileges_ This ranks
according to the depth of research necessary for the completion of a degree
program. These policies are evaluated annually and altered as necessary.
The policy regarding recalling materials is that all patrons are required to
present a valid ID in person. One significant reason for this poficy is to protect
inalViduals from harassment. In the past, patrons have recalled items for someone else with the intent to embarrass, harass or amuse the unsuspecting "requester". Even though one must present an ID to recaD an item, the service is
available to everyone.
The library staff is continually looking for ways to improve services. We
encourage patons to direct their questions regarding library services to the
assistant dean for library services, Jerome Library dean's office_
Dr. Rush G.. Miller
Dean of Libraries and Leaming Resources

Pat Booth, manager of the tape
duplication center of the Northwest Ohio

Edlicatioi lal Technologies Foundation at
WBGU-TV, has been associated with the
American cancer Society for 11 years
and has been on the executive board for
five years.
Booth said she enjoys her involvement
because most people have been touched

The first Employee Enrichment Day
will bring spring a few days early this
semester. The WELl.NET Committee will
sponsor this all-day faculty and staff
motivator as a way to promote its
University campaign of "Planting a Seed
for WeDness". The activities wiD take
place from 9 am.-4 p.m. March 18, 1993,
in the University Union.
The enrichment day wiD be filled with
activities such as demonstrations,
workshops, karaoke and the Wellness
Feud. The Wellness Feud Will promote
interaction and some healthy competition
among departments and offices throughout the University.
The committee encourages formations
of five-person teams as soon as possible.
Participants in the feud will answer
questions developed from the100 most
popular answers from a random survey

given to University faculty and staff.
Departments and offices interested in
participating should contact Cynthia
Colvin at 372-2677 with team member
names and the department
The WELl.NET Committee developed
the day for the purpose of bringing aD the
faculty and staff of the University community together with the common goal of
learning about wellness. It hopes that the
event wiD become a tradition for the
University_ 'We're hoping that staff
members from all areas wiD stop by and
have some fun, discover something new
and sociaf1Ze with other University
employees, said Lauren Mangili,
WELLNET Committee coordinator.
The WELLNET Committee's goal is to
increase the University community's
awareness of the wellness concept. Marian Ghazal

Committee seeks nominations for award

Local.Red Cross benefits from United Way
and efforts from volunteers like Pat Booth
United Way provides funds to many
local agencies used by residents of Wood
County. At the same time, these agencies count on the time and efforts given
by volunteers.
The American cancer Society
promotes research, prevention, earfy
detection and treatment of cancer- tts
services include education for the public,
equipment loans, limited assistance for
medication, transportation and rehabilitation services for mastectomy and
laryngedomy patients.

Need a morale boost? Get rea~y
for Spring Employee Enrichment Day

by cancer in one way or another. "It
makes you feel good that you can
support an agency that is there when
people need it,. she said

The Distingished Service Award
Committee seeks self nominations and
faculty/administrative staff nominations of
seniors and graduate students who have
given tflstinguished service to the
University_
To be eligi>le to receive consideration
for the award, a senior or graduate

She befieves in the work that the
American Cancer Society does and
supports the involvement of United Way_
"I've personaDy seen these local funds at
work right here in this community,· she

NCA team to hold
open meeting Feb. 22

said.
The Wood County Chapter of the
American cancer Society has been in
service since 1982, and in 1992 alone it
aided 402 cancer patients.
The 1992 United Way allocation to the
Wood County American Cancer Society
was $57,000.

Faculty, staff and students are invited
to attend an open meeting with the North
Central Association of Colleges and
Schools Consultant-Evaluator Team from
3:30-5 p.m. Feb. 22 in conference room

United Way counts on donations the

way these agencies count on volunteers
to continue operating. The University wiD
observe its annual United Way campaign
Feb. 15-26. - Beth Russ

150-A of Jerome Library.
The NCA team wiD be on campus
conducting a comprehensive evaluation
of the University for continued accreditation as a doctoral-granti institution.
The meeting offers the opportunity to
meet with the team members and ask
questions pertaining to the accreditation

process.

student must have demonstrated
outstanding service~ to
BGSU through one or more areas of
University service (college and/or
department activities, student government, student activities, Greek Life,
athletics, etc..)
Seniors and graduate students who
wiD graduate in the 1992-93 academic
year (winter commencement 1992 and
spring and summer conunencements
1993) who would 6ke to be considered for
a Distinguished Service Award and !hose
faculty/administrative staff who would like
to submit nominations may oblain an
application form at 305 Student Services
Building or by calling 372-2147_ The final
deadline for aD nominations is 5 p.m.
March 5.

Information available
Jerome Library has a collection of
materials on collective bargaining in its
reserve book roorri that is available for
reacing to anyone interested in learning
more about the topic.

Answer from BGSU-FA: BGSU-FA believes all full-time faculty at BGSU
share a "community of interest.· We all teach BGSU students, we all want to
do that job well and we all want to improve the quality of the University's
academic programs. Like tenured professors, lecturers are permanent
employees. Even so-called "temporary" faculty aren't much less permanent
than probationary faculty, since they can be converted to lecturer or probationer status or retained as part-timers, after spending up to frve years as
"temps." Remaining distinctions will nearfy disappear if some of the recommendations of the govemo(s Managing for the Future Task Force are
implemented.
Approximately one in seven full-time faculty members at BGSU belongs to
one of these two groups. Their average instructional workload is quite high,
so their net contribution is even greater than their numbers would inaicate.
Despite their advanced training, they are treated like an underclass of
University teachers, with lower pay, poorer working conditions, less job
security and generally less protection than teachers in the public schools.
Further, they are often excluded from participating in shared governance and
they have frttle access to grievance procedures. While all that may make
them more desirable employees to budget-conscious administrators, it does
not make them a different community_ On the contrary, it demonstrates their
need to be represented by BGSU-FA.
It should concern us all that tlie University's academic program relies so
heavily on a group of teachers with so little academic and economic freedom.
BGSU-FA believes that improving the lot of lecturers and temporary faculty
through collective bargaining will free them to become even better teachers.
In that way, too, they share a "community of interest" with the rest of the
faculty.

who decides if there will be any romance
at all and men are more likely to let it
wither, he said. Men have the macho
idea that they are the heroes and battlers
while women are the tender ones. "That's
not to say there aren't any romantic men,
but how many do you know who will
make a candle-lit dinner? Very few,"
Tucker said.
So what is killing romance in America?
Television has had a big influence by
sending so many exaggerated sexual
messages that the real thing seems dull.
Also, couples daim to have too many
excuses about why they don't have time
for romance.
Life without romance is dismal,
according to Tucker, but a person doesn't
have to be involved in a relationship to be

Question: [Name of questioner withheld upon request] Is the
University's administration deliberately trying to delay a collective
bargaining election?
Answer from the administration: In its Newsletter #25, the BGSU-FA has
so accused the administration. But, the BGSU-FA's charges are inaccurate
and inappropriate. In every case, we have raised direct and honest
questions about the appropriateness of having particular faculty groups
included in a faculty union at Bowfing Green_ These questions raise legal
and practical issues which are best resolved by SERB. In the case of
lecturers and temporary faculty, for example, the existing Academic Charter
makes it perfectly clear that these faculty do not share an essential community of interest with the tenured and probationary faculty, specificaDy
exduding them, as it does, from achieving tenure and from direct participation in University governance through the Faculty Senate. These exdusions
were recommended by the tenured and probationaly faculty of the University. In the case of another faculty group which we have questionedassistant chairs and program tf11'8Ctors-we know as a point of fact that
many such individuals regularfy engage in management activities such as
scheduling of dasses and evaluation of other faculty. Finally, it seems to us
a matter of practical common sense that faculty members whose retirements wiD take place before a union could begin bargaining with the
administration should not have an opportunity to vote on this issue, one
which could not affect them personally_
The BGSU-FA has suggested that the outcome of SERB rulings on these
matters is a foregone condusion. This also is not true. Legal counsel has
advised us that our challenges concerning bargaining unit composition are
perfectly reasonable. In terms of precedent in Ohio, please note that
temporary faculty have been excluded from the bargaining unit at Kent
State, although they have been included at the University of Cincinnati.
Finally, it should be pointed out that it is inconsistent for the BGSU-FA to
chastise the administration with confrontational rhetoric for not resolving the
composition of the bargaining unit in a collegial way. It was BGSU-FA
which placed this issue under the control of SERB and state coUective
bargaining law. The administration intends to follow scrupulously aD
provisions of the law. We have no ctesire to be bureaucratic or legalistic, but
we have been thrust into a legalistic, bureaucratic process, and it is crucial
that we make no mislakes as we negotiate our way through il We certainly
wish to avoid the complexities and diff.culties which developed at the
University of Toledo when this process was laking place there_

To prevent romance from dying, men
and women need to communicate with
each other what kind cf relationship they
want to have. They need to be honest
and sincere with one another and be
willing to be open-minded to the other's
suggestions.
"Romance demands attention," Tucker
said. "You have to find the time or make
the time for it It can be a challenge, but
it's worth it People with romance in their
lives are much happier.•
Tucker is compiling his research for a
book he is co-authoring entitled Keeping
the Romance in Love. It is expected to be
published by the end of this year.

PH.D.S
From the front
couple of years, we will have our first
Ph.D.s in real analysis.".
Glass said the mathematicslstatistics
department has had 43 students receive
Ph.D.s since the first doctoral degree was
granted in the summer of 1975. Of these
students, 39 have chosen to teach in
universities.
"Is there a need for mathematics
teachers? Yes," Glass said. "Are there
jobs for people who have mathematics
and computing skills? Yes. This is one
area that is burgeoning. People who have
degrees in statistics and can apply their
statistics also will do very well in any job

market"
The University administration has asked the Monitorto publish its
answers to questions posed by intfrvidual faculty members.

romantic. "Romance is an attitude. not an
isolated act. It's a way of thinking about
another person or just life itself."

At present. the department has 45-50 _
students receiving mathematics bachelors each year and more than 200
declared majors - a number that Glass

would like to see increase. In the last
decade the department has tripled the
number of graduate students. In 1982,
there were 23 graduate students; there
were 67 in 1992.
But could the department handle more
Ph.D. students? With the current faculty,
no," Glass responded. "But as we replace
people with new faculty and they mature,
I have every reason to befieve the
numbers could and should go up. It
depends on the size and quality of the
faculty.
"There is a definite feeling inside the
department that we wish to strengthen
these numbers, but quafrty is the bottom
line. Numbers in themselves do not mean
anything if the quality isn't there. We're
taking every step we can to recruit only
the very top people." - Marl< Hunter

SENATE
From the front
committee, they are worked out by talking
with the researcher or instructor based on
rules and regulations mandated by the
Animal Welfare Ari According to the Act,
the decision of the committee cannot be
overruled, Katzner said.
The proposed policy would empower
the Animal Care and Use Committee to
carry out its duties at the University. It
also encourages researchers using
animals to refine experimental procedures to minimize animal harm and
tfistress, to reduce the number of animals
used as much as pos.3ible without
compromising good scientific practice
and to replace procedures involving
animals with nonanimal models whenever
scientifically feasible.
In other business, the senate also
approved a course repeat policy modification. The proposal recommends
eliminating the restriction on students
repeating a course that is a prerequisite
to a higher level course in the same
department which has been completed
and passed. Dr. Peter Hutchinson,
associate vice president for academic
affairs, said it is impossible to monitor the
current policy_ "And I don't want a policy
in the books that cani be enforced," he
said
The modification wtll not change the
course repeat poficy itseH, he said.
The senate also approved a list of
budget priority recommendations- The
Committee on Academic Affairs annuaRy

...

prepares the list to be used in budget
deliberations. Committee member Dr.
Ellen Williams explained that since the
recommendations were not used in last
year's deliberations, the same fist would
be submitted this year_ The number one
priority is to increase faculty salaries.
Other priorities are ranked in dusters
which include increasing support and
recognition of quality teaching, increasing
recruitment of minority faculty and
increasing financial support for faculty
research.
Also on the agenda:
- Dr. Denise Trauth, chair of the
reaccrecfrtation committee, reported that
the North Central Association of Colleges
and Schools team wiD visit campus Feb.
22-24. An open meeting for faculty. staff
and students will be held from 3:30-5
p.m. Feb. 22 in the conference room of
Jerome Library.
-A five-member committee was
elected to serve on the committee to
evaluate the vice president for academic
affairs.
- Dr. Allen White, chair of Faculty
Senate, said the Bowring Green State
University Faculty Association has asked
to address the senate on the topic of
collective bargaining. He said possibly an
~ meeting wiD be held where
representatives of the BGSU-FA,
Advocates for Academic Independence
and the administration can disa iss their
views.

...'

.

;·-------------------------------------------------------------------ROMANCE
From the front

COMMENTARY
'

.;

Editor, the Monitor:

A variety of questions have been raised about faculty collective bargaining
and its potential effects. The Bowling Green State University Faculty Association has asked the Monitor to publish its answers to some questions posed by
individual faculty members.

The caste system is alive and well at BGSU - at least at the library. Last
semester I called Jerome Library to check on the availability of a book. There
were two copies of the one in question, but both were checked out. I asked if I
could reserve a copy over the phone and was informed that since I was not
faculty, I would have to come over and make the request in person. I did and
chuckled about it with my other non-faculty administrative staff colleagues. I
picked up the book when my notice arrived.
When I went to renew the book during finals week (in person), the other copy
of the book also was being held for me. One of my dassified staff colleagues also
wanted to read the book, so I sent her over. I told her my book's due date was
finals week 1993. With it being a 1,200-page book, she was pleased but only until
she checked it out and learned that as dassified staff she was only entitled to
borrow it for six weeks at a time.
The only condusions that I can draw from these discrepancies in library
privileges are that dassified staff must be faster readers and that administrative
staff must be better able to find and walk to the library.

Question: Why did BGSLI-FA Include lecturers and full-Ume temporary faculty In its definition of the faculty bargaining untt?

Mary S. Johnson
Student Health Services
Members of the WELLNET Committee make plans for the upcoming Spring Employee Enrichment Day. Lauren Mangili, committee coordinator, displays some of the
logos that have been developed for the event

Editor, the Monitor:
In her letter to the editor of the Monitor, Mary Johnson raises two issues
concerning library policies. Perhaps some information about the evolution of
those policies wm be helpful in offering a tflfferent perspective.
The libraries' primary mission, briefly stated, is to support the research and
instructional needs of the University community. Library policies, such as loan
length, have evolved in response to the varying roles of the constituent groups
within the context of our pri!TlaJY mission.
Thus, a faculty member, whose work represents the fundamental mission of
the University, is accorded maximal borrowing privileges. While classified staff
serve a vital role in the functioning of the University, their needs of a research
library are significantly tflfferent Administrative staff often are engaged in teaching and research and therefore are accorded faculty privileges_ This ranks
according to the depth of research necessary for the completion of a degree
program. These policies are evaluated annually and altered as necessary.
The policy regarding recalling materials is that all patrons are required to
present a valid ID in person. One significant reason for this poficy is to protect
inalViduals from harassment. In the past, patrons have recalled items for someone else with the intent to embarrass, harass or amuse the unsuspecting "requester". Even though one must present an ID to recaD an item, the service is
available to everyone.
The library staff is continually looking for ways to improve services. We
encourage patons to direct their questions regarding library services to the
assistant dean for library services, Jerome Library dean's office_
Dr. Rush G.. Miller
Dean of Libraries and Leaming Resources

Pat Booth, manager of the tape
duplication center of the Northwest Ohio

Edlicatioi lal Technologies Foundation at
WBGU-TV, has been associated with the
American cancer Society for 11 years
and has been on the executive board for
five years.
Booth said she enjoys her involvement
because most people have been touched

The first Employee Enrichment Day
will bring spring a few days early this
semester. The WELl.NET Committee will
sponsor this all-day faculty and staff
motivator as a way to promote its
University campaign of "Planting a Seed
for WeDness". The activities wiD take
place from 9 am.-4 p.m. March 18, 1993,
in the University Union.
The enrichment day wiD be filled with
activities such as demonstrations,
workshops, karaoke and the Wellness
Feud. The Wellness Feud Will promote
interaction and some healthy competition
among departments and offices throughout the University.
The committee encourages formations
of five-person teams as soon as possible.
Participants in the feud will answer
questions developed from the100 most
popular answers from a random survey

given to University faculty and staff.
Departments and offices interested in
participating should contact Cynthia
Colvin at 372-2677 with team member
names and the department
The WELl.NET Committee developed
the day for the purpose of bringing aD the
faculty and staff of the University community together with the common goal of
learning about wellness. It hopes that the
event wiD become a tradition for the
University_ 'We're hoping that staff
members from all areas wiD stop by and
have some fun, discover something new
and sociaf1Ze with other University
employees, said Lauren Mangili,
WELLNET Committee coordinator.
The WELLNET Committee's goal is to
increase the University community's
awareness of the wellness concept. Marian Ghazal

Committee seeks nominations for award

Local.Red Cross benefits from United Way
and efforts from volunteers like Pat Booth
United Way provides funds to many
local agencies used by residents of Wood
County. At the same time, these agencies count on the time and efforts given
by volunteers.
The American cancer Society
promotes research, prevention, earfy
detection and treatment of cancer- tts
services include education for the public,
equipment loans, limited assistance for
medication, transportation and rehabilitation services for mastectomy and
laryngedomy patients.

Need a morale boost? Get rea~y
for Spring Employee Enrichment Day

by cancer in one way or another. "It
makes you feel good that you can
support an agency that is there when
people need it,. she said

The Distingished Service Award
Committee seeks self nominations and
faculty/administrative staff nominations of
seniors and graduate students who have
given tflstinguished service to the
University_
To be eligi>le to receive consideration
for the award, a senior or graduate

She befieves in the work that the
American Cancer Society does and
supports the involvement of United Way_
"I've personaDy seen these local funds at
work right here in this community,· she

NCA team to hold
open meeting Feb. 22

said.
The Wood County Chapter of the
American cancer Society has been in
service since 1982, and in 1992 alone it
aided 402 cancer patients.
The 1992 United Way allocation to the
Wood County American Cancer Society
was $57,000.

Faculty, staff and students are invited
to attend an open meeting with the North
Central Association of Colleges and
Schools Consultant-Evaluator Team from
3:30-5 p.m. Feb. 22 in conference room

United Way counts on donations the

way these agencies count on volunteers
to continue operating. The University wiD
observe its annual United Way campaign
Feb. 15-26. - Beth Russ

150-A of Jerome Library.
The NCA team wiD be on campus
conducting a comprehensive evaluation
of the University for continued accreditation as a doctoral-granti institution.
The meeting offers the opportunity to
meet with the team members and ask
questions pertaining to the accreditation

process.

student must have demonstrated
outstanding service~ to
BGSU through one or more areas of
University service (college and/or
department activities, student government, student activities, Greek Life,
athletics, etc..)
Seniors and graduate students who
wiD graduate in the 1992-93 academic
year (winter commencement 1992 and
spring and summer conunencements
1993) who would 6ke to be considered for
a Distinguished Service Award and !hose
faculty/administrative staff who would like
to submit nominations may oblain an
application form at 305 Student Services
Building or by calling 372-2147_ The final
deadline for aD nominations is 5 p.m.
March 5.

Information available
Jerome Library has a collection of
materials on collective bargaining in its
reserve book roorri that is available for
reacing to anyone interested in learning
more about the topic.

Answer from BGSU-FA: BGSU-FA believes all full-time faculty at BGSU
share a "community of interest.· We all teach BGSU students, we all want to
do that job well and we all want to improve the quality of the University's
academic programs. Like tenured professors, lecturers are permanent
employees. Even so-called "temporary" faculty aren't much less permanent
than probationary faculty, since they can be converted to lecturer or probationer status or retained as part-timers, after spending up to frve years as
"temps." Remaining distinctions will nearfy disappear if some of the recommendations of the govemo(s Managing for the Future Task Force are
implemented.
Approximately one in seven full-time faculty members at BGSU belongs to
one of these two groups. Their average instructional workload is quite high,
so their net contribution is even greater than their numbers would inaicate.
Despite their advanced training, they are treated like an underclass of
University teachers, with lower pay, poorer working conditions, less job
security and generally less protection than teachers in the public schools.
Further, they are often excluded from participating in shared governance and
they have frttle access to grievance procedures. While all that may make
them more desirable employees to budget-conscious administrators, it does
not make them a different community_ On the contrary, it demonstrates their
need to be represented by BGSU-FA.
It should concern us all that tlie University's academic program relies so
heavily on a group of teachers with so little academic and economic freedom.
BGSU-FA believes that improving the lot of lecturers and temporary faculty
through collective bargaining will free them to become even better teachers.
In that way, too, they share a "community of interest" with the rest of the
faculty.

who decides if there will be any romance
at all and men are more likely to let it
wither, he said. Men have the macho
idea that they are the heroes and battlers
while women are the tender ones. "That's
not to say there aren't any romantic men,
but how many do you know who will
make a candle-lit dinner? Very few,"
Tucker said.
So what is killing romance in America?
Television has had a big influence by
sending so many exaggerated sexual
messages that the real thing seems dull.
Also, couples daim to have too many
excuses about why they don't have time
for romance.
Life without romance is dismal,
according to Tucker, but a person doesn't
have to be involved in a relationship to be

Question: [Name of questioner withheld upon request] Is the
University's administration deliberately trying to delay a collective
bargaining election?
Answer from the administration: In its Newsletter #25, the BGSU-FA has
so accused the administration. But, the BGSU-FA's charges are inaccurate
and inappropriate. In every case, we have raised direct and honest
questions about the appropriateness of having particular faculty groups
included in a faculty union at Bowfing Green_ These questions raise legal
and practical issues which are best resolved by SERB. In the case of
lecturers and temporary faculty, for example, the existing Academic Charter
makes it perfectly clear that these faculty do not share an essential community of interest with the tenured and probationary faculty, specificaDy
exduding them, as it does, from achieving tenure and from direct participation in University governance through the Faculty Senate. These exdusions
were recommended by the tenured and probationaly faculty of the University. In the case of another faculty group which we have questionedassistant chairs and program tf11'8Ctors-we know as a point of fact that
many such individuals regularfy engage in management activities such as
scheduling of dasses and evaluation of other faculty. Finally, it seems to us
a matter of practical common sense that faculty members whose retirements wiD take place before a union could begin bargaining with the
administration should not have an opportunity to vote on this issue, one
which could not affect them personally_
The BGSU-FA has suggested that the outcome of SERB rulings on these
matters is a foregone condusion. This also is not true. Legal counsel has
advised us that our challenges concerning bargaining unit composition are
perfectly reasonable. In terms of precedent in Ohio, please note that
temporary faculty have been excluded from the bargaining unit at Kent
State, although they have been included at the University of Cincinnati.
Finally, it should be pointed out that it is inconsistent for the BGSU-FA to
chastise the administration with confrontational rhetoric for not resolving the
composition of the bargaining unit in a collegial way. It was BGSU-FA
which placed this issue under the control of SERB and state coUective
bargaining law. The administration intends to follow scrupulously aD
provisions of the law. We have no ctesire to be bureaucratic or legalistic, but
we have been thrust into a legalistic, bureaucratic process, and it is crucial
that we make no mislakes as we negotiate our way through il We certainly
wish to avoid the complexities and diff.culties which developed at the
University of Toledo when this process was laking place there_

To prevent romance from dying, men
and women need to communicate with
each other what kind cf relationship they
want to have. They need to be honest
and sincere with one another and be
willing to be open-minded to the other's
suggestions.
"Romance demands attention," Tucker
said. "You have to find the time or make
the time for it It can be a challenge, but
it's worth it People with romance in their
lives are much happier.•
Tucker is compiling his research for a
book he is co-authoring entitled Keeping
the Romance in Love. It is expected to be
published by the end of this year.

PH.D.S
From the front
couple of years, we will have our first
Ph.D.s in real analysis.".
Glass said the mathematicslstatistics
department has had 43 students receive
Ph.D.s since the first doctoral degree was
granted in the summer of 1975. Of these
students, 39 have chosen to teach in
universities.
"Is there a need for mathematics
teachers? Yes," Glass said. "Are there
jobs for people who have mathematics
and computing skills? Yes. This is one
area that is burgeoning. People who have
degrees in statistics and can apply their
statistics also will do very well in any job

market"
The University administration has asked the Monitorto publish its
answers to questions posed by intfrvidual faculty members.

romantic. "Romance is an attitude. not an
isolated act. It's a way of thinking about
another person or just life itself."

At present. the department has 45-50 _
students receiving mathematics bachelors each year and more than 200
declared majors - a number that Glass

would like to see increase. In the last
decade the department has tripled the
number of graduate students. In 1982,
there were 23 graduate students; there
were 67 in 1992.
But could the department handle more
Ph.D. students? With the current faculty,
no," Glass responded. "But as we replace
people with new faculty and they mature,
I have every reason to befieve the
numbers could and should go up. It
depends on the size and quality of the
faculty.
"There is a definite feeling inside the
department that we wish to strengthen
these numbers, but quafrty is the bottom
line. Numbers in themselves do not mean
anything if the quality isn't there. We're
taking every step we can to recruit only
the very top people." - Marl< Hunter

SENATE
From the front
committee, they are worked out by talking
with the researcher or instructor based on
rules and regulations mandated by the
Animal Welfare Ari According to the Act,
the decision of the committee cannot be
overruled, Katzner said.
The proposed policy would empower
the Animal Care and Use Committee to
carry out its duties at the University. It
also encourages researchers using
animals to refine experimental procedures to minimize animal harm and
tfistress, to reduce the number of animals
used as much as pos.3ible without
compromising good scientific practice
and to replace procedures involving
animals with nonanimal models whenever
scientifically feasible.
In other business, the senate also
approved a course repeat policy modification. The proposal recommends
eliminating the restriction on students
repeating a course that is a prerequisite
to a higher level course in the same
department which has been completed
and passed. Dr. Peter Hutchinson,
associate vice president for academic
affairs, said it is impossible to monitor the
current policy_ "And I don't want a policy
in the books that cani be enforced," he
said
The modification wtll not change the
course repeat poficy itseH, he said.
The senate also approved a list of
budget priority recommendations- The
Committee on Academic Affairs annuaRy

...

prepares the list to be used in budget
deliberations. Committee member Dr.
Ellen Williams explained that since the
recommendations were not used in last
year's deliberations, the same fist would
be submitted this year_ The number one
priority is to increase faculty salaries.
Other priorities are ranked in dusters
which include increasing support and
recognition of quality teaching, increasing
recruitment of minority faculty and
increasing financial support for faculty
research.
Also on the agenda:
- Dr. Denise Trauth, chair of the
reaccrecfrtation committee, reported that
the North Central Association of Colleges
and Schools team wiD visit campus Feb.
22-24. An open meeting for faculty. staff
and students will be held from 3:30-5
p.m. Feb. 22 in the conference room of
Jerome Library.
-A five-member committee was
elected to serve on the committee to
evaluate the vice president for academic
affairs.
- Dr. Allen White, chair of Faculty
Senate, said the Bowring Green State
University Faculty Association has asked
to address the senate on the topic of
collective bargaining. He said possibly an
~ meeting wiD be held where
representatives of the BGSU-FA,
Advocates for Academic Independence
and the administration can disa iss their
views.

...'
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OBITUARIES
Antony van Beysterveldt
Dr. Antony van Beysterveldt. 69,
professor emeritus of romance languages, died at his home in Kerrville,
Texas, Jan. 31.
A native of the Netherlands, van
Beysterveldt joined the University in
1969. His areas of research included the
evolution of the affective culture in
Span!Sh literature from 1440 to 1600, the
Spanish Golden Age Theatre and French
classic theatre of the 17th century.
He wrote three books and co-authored
five books on medieval and renaissance
topics of Spanish literature. He also
published many of his works in Dutch,
French, Spanish and English.
van Beysterveldt retired in June 1990.
A memorial service will be held in
Prout Chapel sometime in April. Memorials may be made to Heart of the Hills
Hospice, P.O. Box 950, 1121 Broadway,
Kerrville, Tx., 78029-0950.

Lucy E. Easley
Lucy E. Easley, 95, a former University employee, died Jan. 25 at the
Heritage Manor Nursing Home in Findlay.
Easley worked as a housemother at
the Delta Upsilon fraternity.
Memorials may be made to the
donor's choice.

Waiter Brooks Sr.
Walter Brooks Sr., 63, a former
University employee, died Jan. 27.
Brooks started working on campus in
May 19n as a custodian and later
became a maintenance repair worker. He
retired in June 1988 for medical reasons.

CLASSIF'I F.D
EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
New vacancies
Posting expiration date for employees to
apply:Noon,Friday,Feb.12.
2·12·1

Cashier 1
Payrange3
Bwsar's office

DATEBOOK

Ruby Pike
Ruby Pike, 76, a retired registered
nurse, cfied Jan. 28 at the Wood County
Nursing Home.
Pike started to work on the campus in
October 1955 as a nurse at the University
Health Center. She retired in June 1983.
In addition, she did volunteer work for
the Wood County Red Cross and the
Wood County Hospital.
Memorials may be made to the
donor's choice.

Early retirement
program may reopen
As a result of processing applications
for the early retirement incentive plan, it
has been determined that a number of
people will not participate in the plan
either because they changed their minds
or because they do not meet eligibility
requirements to retire.

As a result, it is probable that the
University will open the plan to interested
individuals sometime in early spring of
1993. Details will be announced in the
Monitor at that time. It should be noted
that in opening the plan again it does not
change the details of the existing plan.
The plan year will end June 30, 1993,
and all agreements to purchase the three
years, applications for retirement and
payment of the time bought must be
completed by that date. Employees
applying to participate in the plan must
retire between the time they apply and no
later than Sept 1, 1993. Questions on
this should be addressed to personnel
services.

Learn CPR, firstaid
Personnel services is offering two
eight-hour CPR/first aid certification
programs. These programs are to be
taken on a voluntary basis ar.d no
overtime will be paid. Programs will be
held contingent upon sufficient registration.
The first program will be held from 8
am.-5 p.m., Saturday, Feb. 20. The
second program will be held on two
consecutive Mondays, from 6-1 p.m.
March 1 and from 6-10 p.m. March 8.
For more information or to register for
one of these programs, contact Laura
Gazarek at 372-8421. Registrants will be
informed of the program location at a
later date.

o

WBGU-TV Program, "Encore Pelfor·

Monday, Feb. 8
lntematlonal Fiim Serles, "Go Maslers"
(Japan/China 1982), 8 p.m., Gish Film
Theater. Free.
Art Exhibit, "Contemporary Art from

China.· Monday through Friday 8:30 am.· 4:30
p.m., McFaD Center Gallery. Runs through

FACULTY/STAFF POSmONS
The following faculty positions are available:
Acc:ountlngllil: lnstrudor (two positions, fuD-lime, terminal an1icipa1ed) Contact Park
Lealhefs (2·2767). Deacline: March 1.
'
.
filedApplled HLunan Ecology: Chair. Contact Ronald RusseB (2-7401). Deadline: Feb. 15 or until

Firelmlds College: Assistant professor of art Contact 1he Office of 1he Dean F1191ands College
(433-5560, ext. 223). Deacline: Feb. 15.
•
JoumaJlsm: ~ professol. Contact Laurence Jankowski (2-2076). Deacline: Feb. 15.
School of Art: Assistant professor, graphic design. Contact Ronald Jaccmini (2-2786)
Deacline: Feb. 20 or until filled
·

The following admii isbative staff positions are available:

omce: Assistant director of development - major gifts. Contact personnel

Deadline: Feb. 16.
Rn•IClal Aid 8nd Sludent Employment: Assistant director. Contact personnel seMc:es
(2-8426 for Search V-002). Deadline: Marth 1.
Per7SOl•lll Services: Assistant director,~. Contact personnel seMces
(2•222
. for Search M-01 ). Deadline: Feb. 19.
services (2-2227 for Search M-005).

mance• will fealure a performance by the
Mozart Fortepiano Duo, 10 p.m., Channel 27.

Friday, Feb. 12
Falcon Club Luncheon, noon, Days IM.

Feb.12.

Men's Swimming, vs. Ohio State, 5 p.m.,
Cooper Pool.
Hockey, vs. Notre Dame, 7 p.m., ice

Tuesday,Feb.9

arena.

UCS Semlner, "Intro to DOS(IBM)," 10
am.· noon, 128 Hayes. Hands on. To register
call 2·2102.

Planetarium Show, "Cosmic Catastrophes; 8 p.m., Physical Sciences Building. $1
donation suggested.
WBGU-TV Program, "Journal 1993"will
look at racism against people of color by white
people, 1O p.m., Channel 27.

Wednesda~Feb.

10

Lambda Lunch, gay/lesbian faculty, staff,

and graduate students meet for lunch and
conversation. Call the Link for details,
352-1545.
Concert, The BGSU Faculty Artist Series
featuring original compositions by College of
Musical Arts faculty, 8 p.m., Bryan Recital Hall
Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.
'
Theatre Production. -Ulysses in Traction,"
8 p.m. Feb. 10-13 and at 2 p.m. Feb. 14, Joe
E. Brown Theatre. Tickets $3 each. For
reservations call 372-2719 or 372·2222.

Thursday, Feb. 11

Panel Discussion, "Fighting for Their
Lives: People Living With AIDS," a doctor,
educator. caregiver and two persons infected
with the HIV virus will disaJss issues surrounding the disease, 7:30 p.m., Lenhart Grand
Ballroom, University Union.
WBGU-TV Program, "Ohio Business" with
an interview with Dr. Olscarnp, 8:30 p.m.,

projects ranging from Ol1-C8fT1>US
research and conferences for teachers to
motivational programs for high school
students and expensive equipment the
University could not otherwise afford.
However, in the first six months of
fiscal year 1992-93 (July-December)

donation suggested.
Concert. Bowling Green Philharmonia will
give a Valentine's concerto concert. 8 p.m.,
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
General admission tickets $2, couples receive
a special two-for-one cflSCOUnt. To reserve
tickets call the box office at 372-8171.
by Ira Sullivan. 9:30 p.m., Bryan
Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
T ICkets are $5 for adults and $3 for students
and senior citizens. To reserve tickets call
372-8171.

Bowling Green has received $6,705,431
in grants and contracts, an increase of
nearly $1 million compared to the first six
months of 1991-92.
According to the Annual Report
Summary published by the University's
Research Services Office, the 1991-92
reduction in awards is largely due to the
phase-out of several Selective Excellence programs funded by the Ohio
Board of Regents. As a result. the
University received $789,664 less in
Selective Excellence funds during (fiscal
year) 1992 than in 1991. During the past
five years, these programs have accounted for 13-24 percent of the total
dollars awarded to Bowling Green.
The Selective Excellence programs
fund endeavors such as brtnging internationally known scholars to universities;
providing one-time awards to undergraduate programs; and enhancing
two-year college programs.
"That has affected our numbers
because we were getting quite a bit of
monsy from the Academic Challenge
program; Claire cartson, assistant
director of research services, said. "(The

".ledlal,

Festival, 6:30 p.m., Kobacker Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center. Admission is $3, children
under 12 free.

Theater. Free.

Bowling Green received more than
$7.5 milflOO in grants and contracts from
external agencies in 1991-92, a drop
from the previous year's record total of
more than $8.6 milflOll. The awards fund

Planetarium Show, "Cosmic Catastro-

Heckman at 2·2225.
Colloquium. 'A Computational Hypothesis
ogy.
Lenhart Classic American Rim Serles
"Craig's Wife" (1936), 7 p.m., Gish Film
'

Grants and contracts important to University funding

phes," 2 p.m., Physical Sciences Building. $1

Concert, The Black Swamp

Brass, 4 p.m.,

Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.

Free.
Black History Month Event. A Gospel

Planetarium Show, "Cosmic Catastrophes," 7:30 p.m., Physical Sciences Bwlcfmg.
$1 donation suggested.
Concert. The BGSU Faculty Artist Series
featuring Bernard Linden on viola, 8 p.m.,
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Free.

Alms, "Common Threads: Stories for the
Quilt," 7:30 p.m., followed by "The Living End,"
9 p.m. Both films wil be shown in the Gish
Film Theater and are free although donations
wiD be taken to benefit David's House a
hospice for AIDS patients in Toledo. '

Channel27.

Lenhart Classic American Rim Serles,
"Roughly Speaking" (1945), 9 p.m., Gish Film
Theater. Free.

Fifty-cent raise permanent
A number of classified staff have
increase to the pay steps is permanent.
Personnel services assures all classified
staff members that the increase to the
pay steps is permanent and wiD not end
July 1 as is currently rumored.

New members needed
for CSC committee
Classified Staff Courlcil is seeking seHnominations for its Outstanding Service
Award Committee. Committee members
help select the recipient of the annual
award presented to an outstancring
classified employee.
Nominations should be sent to CSC,
P.O. Box 91, University Hall. For more
information contact Carol Kreienkamp,
chair of the committee, at 372-2452.

Monday, Feb. 15
ucs Seminar, "General Overview of

caD 2-2102.
lntematlonal Alm Serles, "My Name is
Ivan" (U.S.S.R. 1962), B p.m., Gish Film
Theater. Subtitles. Free.

M9!'00ers ·of the University community and surrounding area will be able

mview the NAME Project AIDS

Ueraial Quilt which will be displayed
an campus Saturday, Sunday and
Monday (Feb. 20, 21 and 22) in the
Lenhart Grand BaDroom of the

FOR SALE

The popular culture department has
for sale the following computer equip-

ment a Panasonic IBM-<X>mpati>le lap
top computer (CF-150/1508 Business
Partner) and a lap top Canon BJ-1 Cle
Bubble Jet Printer for the combined ·

new-

of $1,600. Items are in '1ike
pnce
condition. The set may be seen by calling
Joyce Swope or Chris Geist at 372-2981.

10

'I
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Total External Awards
FY 1983-92

6

-

83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91

92.

The graph above indicates the total extemal dollars (in millions) awarded to BGSU in
processed through restricted funds
accounting are included.
fiscal year 1983 through fiscal year 1992. Only funds

agerlcies) are continuing the awards that
were previously made because they are
paid over a period of time but new
awards are not being made.·
Or. Eloise Clark, vice president for
academic affairs, noted that first-round
Academic Challenge awards have been
folded into the base budget of recipient
departments. Therefore, they are no

I
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Unlversily Union.
The quilt currently consists of
. 20,850 panels representing the lives of
1he 150,000 Americans who have died
from AIDS. Sections of the quilt,
lrddng some panels re;r.embering
local lnctvidua1s who have died from

/IB dse ase, wil be on view from
· .llOOIHS p.m. Saturday and Sunday and
.!J a.rn.-8 p.m. Monday.
. . The apenir~ Ciliamon)' f'Or the AIDS
,, u1 l110dal a a
mn noon-12:45

•be

t~lU'.'L:~!!';..~e

~.:whi!:ll:.c~.

..

•.

'com.

campus appearance, University Women
are sponsoring the program, "HIV: The
Facts" featuring Ken Chronowski, R.N.,
HIV project coordinator with the American
Red Cross in Toledo, from 10-11 :30 am.
Saturday (Feb. 20). The program also will
feature a panel of HIV challenged
individuals. Some of the topics that may
be dro 1ssed include local and global

longer counted in research services.
'We still get money from the Research
Challenge program, which is designed to
stimulate research, but the amount of
money you get from the state is figured
on a formula based on how much
external money you receive. So those

Continued on pa.ge 3

trends. predidions. the progression of
the disease, testing. transmission of
the virus, personal and professional

prevention. treatment. terminology and
social and potitical imptications of the
disease.
For more information about the
program, contact Deb Vette; at

352-2255.

-~~
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Class on AIDS in the workplace planned again
The training session "AIDS and Bloodbome Diseases in the Wort;place" will be

offered again to the campus commun.'ty from 3-4:30 p.m. Feb. 25 at the WBGU-TV
station.

Or. Joshua Kaplan, diredDr of health se;vices, and David Heinlen, envitonmen1a1
health and safety. will disa IS!3 precautions individuals need to take both in and
oulskie the wor'.q>lace
'1n most at the jobs on C8ll1IUS. people don't have to watrt aboul CU11ba::ti11g
AIDS. tu lhare is same "'*'ltillexpostn In any wcx'oqllace: Kaplan said. -rhe

~~::~~-t?.~:~-+"1:i:;:~~ ~~~-!~,:~~_f:~~:v-~: "; -·~·-~~~.,
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John Moore, executive director of
personnel services. said he will be
preparing a policy for employee handbooks to comply with the new law.
However, the bill requires further interpretation until a poricy can be developed.
"language of the biD has to be
clarified yet and then we will be working
with the 18 other Ohio universities to
make sure we are all reading it the same
way; Moore said. In the next two to three
months, after the policy is developed, he
will present it to Classified Staff Courlcil,
Administrative Staff Courlcil and Faculty
Senate for their review.
He said it is likely that in the future an
all-encompassing family leave poricy will
replace separate maternity and paternity
policies in University employ~ hand-

books.
The current pregnancy leave policy for
faculty allows "time for a parent to attend
to pregnancy, chik:l:lirth and related
medical conditions.· It must be arranged
with the department chair and offers a
number of options such as schedurmg a
semester's leave without pay; having
colleagues CXJVer missed classes:
establishing a year's schedule which
leaves the semester of expected birth
entirely free of classes but during which
the faculty member keeps office hours
and fulfills previous service commitmentS
to the University; estabrlShing a schedule
in which through team teaching the
faculty member wiU have time within the
semester to attend to the expected birth;
or agreeing to any other option consistent
with the Ohio Revised Code and the
Academic Charter.
H it is not possible for a faculty
member to arrange acceptable terms for
pregnancy-related time with the immediate supervisor. sick leave time may be

used.

~ ".,~~if»: ·~:' ~~~~~~~~dcMnwilhAl05gatlt111na9t~c.ltSkteolwork
_'f __

University will
adopt policy of
Family Leave Bill
Two weeks ago President Clinton
signed the family leave bill. The new law,
which goes into effect Aug. 1, requires
employers of companies with SO or more
employees to give workers up to 12
weeks unpaid leave to care for a newborn or sick relative.

·Appearance of quilt on campus helps to remember victims of AIDS

Con1xJter Far:oTtlies," 11 am.-noon. To register

The marketing department has for sale
to departments an A.B. Dick fluid
d11p[icator, Model 217, in good wor1ting
condition. Interested departments should
contad Marion Karas at 372-2041.
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Total amount of dollars up from last year

Saturday, Feb. 13

Sunday, Feb. 14

of Probabirrty Inference in Neural Network" by
Dr. In Jae Myung, 2:30-4 p.m., 103 Psychol-
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Reeding, two BGSU creative writing
students wiU read from their works, 7:30 p.m.,
Prout Chapel. Free.
Planetartum Show, "Cosmic Catastrophes," 8 p.m., Physical Science Building. $1
donation suggested.
Concert. The Kusuma Sari Gamelan
Ensemble, 8 p.m., Kobacker Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center. Free for BGSU students
and $2 for others. For tickets call 372-8171.

UCS Seminars, "Getting Started on the
Mac," 10 am.- noon, 126 Hayes. Hands on.
To register call 2-2102.
Weight Watchers, noon, Personnel
Conference/Training Center, College Park
Office Building. For information call Karol

~uestioned whether the 50-cent per-hour

~neut
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The administrative staff handbOOk has
a policy covering maternity, paternity and
adoption leave.
Administrative staff who give birth are
eligible for maternity leave of which the
•customary and usual" leave is tour
months per pregnancy. The leave need
not be taken as consecutive days if
mutually agreeable to the staff member
and immediate supervisor.
Ac:c:rued sick leave, accrued vacation
aedit and a leave of absence without pay

ContinUBd on page 3

